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Split into 2 groups – Group 1 & Group 2
Wait 16

PART A:  Group 1 does the step first, and then Group 2 repeats

- Basics (2)
- Triple
- Chain Left
- Vine Right
- DS Br DS TB
- Kentucky Basic
- Alabama
- Catawba

CHORUS:  Both Groups together

- Box Step
- Samantha, High Horse
- Triple Kick Forward, Jump (both feet out), Jump (feet cross), Turn, Clap (Repeat to Front)
- Clogover Utah Basic (twice turning to back, and then to front)

PART B:  Group 1 does the step first, and then Group 2 repeats

- McCoy Turn
- Me & You Step
- Heel Gallup, 2 Flea Flickers
- Double Stomp Stamp, Double Stomp 2

CHORUS:  Both Groups together

BREAK:  Both Groups together

- Heel Drag Step (HDS) Basic Step (x2)
- Stomp Turn (1/2 turn left). Feet together, slap thighs, clap, hands up.
- Repeat all to front

PART C:  Group 1 does the step first, and then Group 2 repeats

- MJ Twist
- Basketball Turn (x2 turning left), Alabama Rock
- Jamaican Hop, Fancy Double (both groups together – do twice)
- JW Brush (both groups together – do twice)

CHORUS:  Both Groups together

ENDING:  Both Groups together

- Repeat Chorus starting with Triple Kick Forward
- Break (HDS Basic (x2), Stomp Turn)
- HDS Basic Step (x2), 2 Flea Flickers, Rocking Chair (1/4 turn left) – repeat to all 4 walls
- Stomp Turn (full turn), Slap thighs, Hands Up
STEPS

Alabama:  DS  DT(xif)  DT (ux)  DS  
  L   R   R   R

Clogover Utah Basic:  DS  DS(xif)  DS  DS(xib)  DS  DT(os)  DS  RS  (1/2 turn to left)  
  L   R   L   R   L   R   R   R   LR

McCoy Turn:  DS  DS  H  S  RS  Hop  S  RS  DS  RS  (360 turn to right)  
  L   R   L   R   L   R   L   LR

Me & You Step:  DS  DT(xif)  DT(os)  RS  DT(os)  RS  DS  RS  
  L   R   L   R   L   R   L   LR

Heel Gallup:  DS  H(xif)  Ba  H(xif)  Ba  H(xif)  S (diagonal left)  
  L   R   L   R   L   R   L   LR

Double Stomp Stamp:  DS  DS  Lift  Stomp  Stamp  Click  
  L   R   L   R   L   R

Double Stomp Two:  DS  DS  RS  Stomp  Stomp  
  R   L   RL   R   L

MJ Twist:  DS  DS(xib)  RS (os)  S  RS (os)  DS  DT  Twist  Twist  
  L   R   LR   L   RL   R   L   both left   both right

Alabama Rock:  DS  DT(xif)  DT (ux)  RS  
  L   R   R   RL

Jamaican Hop:  Jump (right)  Jump (left)  Jump (right)  Stamp  
  Both feet   Both feet   Both feet   R

JW Brush:  DS  DS(xif)  DS  Ba  Sl  RS  DS  DT(b)  Br up  
  L   R   L   R   LR   L   R   R

Stomp Turn:  Stomp  Stamp  Stamp  Stamp  (1/2 turn left – hands on thighs during stamps)  
  L   R   R   R